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Eyewitnesses are widely believed to have a better chance of identifying a perpetrator from a live identification
procedure than from photo or video alternatives. To test this live superiority hypothesis, prospective students and
their parents (N  = 1048) became unsuspecting witnesses to staged events and were randomly assigned to live,
photo, or video identification procedures. In Experiment 1, participants viewed a single person at the identification
procedure. In Experiment 2, participants viewed a lineup of six people. Across experiments, live identification
procedures did not improve eyewitness identification performance. The results show that even under experimental
settings designed to eliminate the disadvantages of conducting live lineups in practice, live presentation confers no
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viewer cannot unhear a swearword blurted out on live televi-benefit to eyewitnesses.
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Police lineups are common in criminal investigations and
lso in film. In The  Usual  Suspects,  an eyewitness views crim-
nals through a one-way mirror as they step forward and read
n expletive-laden phrase. Number 1 reads his line in a cold,
alm manner. Number 2 gestures his hand like a gun toward hisPlease cite this article in press as: Rubínová, E., et al. Live Presentatio
Presentation. Journal  of  Applied  Research  in  Memory  and  Cognition  (202
bservers and mockingly repeats the phrase with overbearing
ntensity and bravado. By Number 3’s turn, the lineup mem-
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he research materials, data, and list of acknowledgements are available in the
nline Supplemental Materials (osf.io/6r5b2).
Ryan J. Fitzgerald is now at Department of Psychology, Simon Fraser Uni-
ersity.
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ers have burst into laughter. The Usual  Suspects  lineup was
ntentionally farcical, a caricature of a police lineup gone awry.
evertheless, watching the chaotic lineup unfold, a kernel of
ruth is evident: live lineups are hard to control. Much like an for Eyewitness Identification is Not Superior to Photo or Video
0), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jarmac.2020.08.009
∗ Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to: Eva
ubínová, Department of Psychology, University of Portsmouth, King Henry
uilding, King Henry I Street, PO1 2DY, Portsmouth, Hampshire, UK.
E-mail address: eva.rubinova@port.ac.uk (E. Rubínová).
ion, an eyewitness cannot unsee an irregularity at a live lineup.
ive lineups have other drawbacks, too: they are expensive (BBC
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ews, 2003), logistically difficult to organize (Pike, Brace, &
ynan, 2002), and stressful for witnesses (Brace, Pike, Kemp,
 Turner, 2009). So why would law enforcement ever use live
ineups?
The  Live  Superiority  Hypothesis
Each year hundreds of thousands of eyewitnesses are asked
o identify a stranger they observed committing a crime (Sauer,
almer., & Brewer, 2019). Does it matter whether the identifi-
ations are conducted live or using photographs or videos?
People tend to think it does matter. When asked which lineup
edium they would prefer, 82% of jury-eligible participants
hose a live lineup over a photo or video lineup (Price, Harvey,
nderson, Chadwick, & Fitzgerald, 2019). The belief that live
resentation yields the best identification outcome—the live
uperiority hypothesis—has also permeated identification poli-
ies (Brewer & Palmer, 2010; Fitzgerald, Price, & Valentine,
018). A review of 54 countries showed that policies in 25
ountries (46% of those sampled) implicitly or explicitly indi-
ated a preference for live lineups, compared with two that
referred video lineups (4%) and none that preferred photo
ineups (Fitzgerald, Rubínová, & Juncu, in press).
There are ample grounds to predict an advantage of live
dentification procedures. In line with the encoding specificity
ypothesis, live identification could maximize available cues
ncoded from a live crime (Tulving & Thomson, 1973). The
eficit in cues present in photos or videos may be especially
ronounced if, as is common practice, only the head and shoul-
ers are depicted. Although faces provide the best cues (Burton,
ilson, Cowan, & Bruce, 1999), bodies can also provide diag-
ostic identity cues (e.g., Hahn, O’Toole, & Phillips, 2016;
’Toole et al., 2011; Robbins & Coltheart, 2012) and the emerg-
ng literature on whole person identification indicates it is most
dvantageous to see the face and body of a moving person.
ovement is theorized to bind the face and body into a coher-
nt whole and distribute attention to all available cues (Yovel &
’Toole, 2016). For these reasons, it seems plausible that a live
iewing should improve identification decisions.
However, the live superiority hypothesis has never been
ubjected to rigorous experimentation. Brewer and Palmer
2010) reviewed the literature and deemed the handful of pre-
ious experiments insufficient for policy direction due to small
amples, methodological confounds, and neglecting to test per-
ormance in target-absent lineups. We similarly reviewed the
ive identification literature and found three more limitations (see
nline Supplemental Materials, osf.io/6r5b2). First, researchers
sually tested identification of only a single target person: in 86%
f all previous studies, the target’s identity did not vary. This
eglect of stimulus sampling poses a risk to external validity
nd increases the likelihood of stimulus-specific effects (Wells
 Windschitl, 1999). For example, imagine that live presenta-
ion is only advantageous for targets with distinctive bodies. ThePlease cite this article in press as: Rubínová, E., et al. Live Presentatio
Presentation. Journal  of  Applied  Research  in  Memory  and  Cognition  (202
dvantage would be exaggerated if the single target in a study
as a distinctive body, and it would go undetected if the sin-
le target has a nondistinctive body. Second, only a minority
f the authors (36%) explicitly mentioned randomly assigning
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articipants to live and non-live conditions. Although reporting
missions could be to blame, random assignment should not
e taken for granted in such experiments, given that it makes
ive testing substantially more difficult. Finally, none of the
uthors reported recording the stimuli for the photo or video
onditions on the same day as the live identification procedure.
gain, same-day recording makes the experiment more difficult,
ut recording on a different day could produce inconsistencies
cross conditions and compromise the manipulation (e.g., if a
arget’s hairstyle at the live identification matched the hairstyle
t the witnessed event more closely than the hairstyle at the pho-
ographic identification). We developed a new methodology to
ddress these limitations.
Present  Research
The live superiority hypothesis was tested at a series of mass
ata collection events. To recruit large samples, we staged inter-
uptions at lectures attended by prospective students and their
arents who visited a university to learn about its psychology
rogram. This strategy yielded a total N  > 1000. To increase
eneralizability, we recruited over 30 targets to stage the inter-
uptions. This is more targets than the combined total of all
reviously published experiments with live identification proce-
ures. After witnessing the interruption as a group, participants
ere randomly assigned to identify the interrupter from a live,
ideo, or photo identification procedure. Videos and photos
ere recorded on the day of testing, and the procedures were
dministered individually to each participant by trained research
ssistants who were blind to the target’s identity. This methodol-
gy provided the strongest test of the live superiority hypothesis
o date.
Experiment  1
The choice of lineup medium affects the availability of fillers,
hich creates a tradeoff between internal and ecological valid-
ty in lineup medium experiments. Unlike live lineups, which
nvolve finding people available to physically appear with the
uspect, fillers in photo and video lineups are found by search-
ng through massive databases of recorded images (Bergold &
eaton, 2018). The increased availability of suitable fillers in
hoto and video lineups causes the tradeoff: ecological valid-
ty is best achieved by constructing non-live lineups with better
llers than live lineups, but internal validity is best achieved by
onstructing live and non-live lineups with the same fillers. We
idestepped this tradeoff in Experiment 1 by presenting a sus-
ect for identification with no fillers. Police use this procedure,
onventionally known as a showup, if a suspect matching the
erpetrator’s description is located in the vicinity shortly after
he crime.
Consistent with the live superiority hypothesis, we predicted
hat live identification would outperform photo and video iden-
ification. In Experiment 1a, to equate the conditions as much asn for Eyewitness Identification is Not Superior to Photo or Video
0), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jarmac.2020.08.009
ossible, a full-body view of the suspect was presented in live,
ideo, and photo showups. A live superiority effect under these
onditions would indicate that live presentation increases the
vailability of identity cues for targets witnessed at live events.
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Figure 1. Exam
n Experiment 1b, a full-body view of the suspect was only avail-
ble at the live showups. At the video and photo showups, only
he head and shoulders were visible (mugshot view). This com-
arison was hypothesized to result in an even larger advantage
or live presentation and would have implications for the typi-
al convention in applied settings of showing mugshot views at
hoto and video identification procedures.
ethod
Participants. Most participants were prospective students
nd their parents, recruited during university visits to learn about
 psychology program. The remaining participants (∼15%) were
ndergraduate psychology students recruited from lectures.
e planned to terminate data collection when each condition
eached 50 participants (a sample size with 70% power to detect
 medium sized effect, Cohen’s h  = 0.50, and 90% power to
etect a medium-to-large sized effect, Cohen’s h = 0.65). In
xperiment 1a the recruitment target was achieved at the 9th
vent, resulting in a final sample of 304 participants, and in
xperiment 1b the recruitment target was achieved at the 9th
vent with a final sample of 306 participants. Exclusions and
emographics are reported in Online Supplemental Materials.
Suspects. At the identification test for each event, partici-
ants viewed a guilty or innocent suspect (Figure 1). The guilty
uspect was the target who previously interrupted a lecture. The
nnocent suspect was a different person who never appeared at
he lecture. To be eligible for the role of innocent suspect, an
ctor was required (a) to be available for the testing session and
b) to match to a description of the target’s age, race, and general
ppearance enough that the actor could be plausibly suspected
f a crime committed by the target. Plausibility was judged by
he first and second authors (for photos of all suspect pairs, see
xperiment 1 log file in Online Supplemental Materials). Dur-
ng the interruption of the lecture, the target wore street clothes.Please cite this article in press as: Rubínová, E., et al. Live Presentatio
Presentation. Journal  of  Applied  Research  in  Memory  and  Cognition  (202
t the identification test, all suspects wore matching black t-
hirts, same color jeans or sweatpants, and black socks (they did
ot wear shoes, watches, or jewelry). Across events, Experiment
a used 8 targets and Experiment 1b used 8 targets.
r
m
t
 a suspect pair.
At test, participants saw the suspect live, in a video, or in a
hoto. For consistency of appearance across conditions, photos
nd videos were recorded on the day of data collection when-
ver possible. For two events, suspects were recorded one or two
ays earlier and were instructed not to change their appearance
r hairstyle. To standardize lighting and background across con-
itions, photos and videos were recorded in the same room used
or the live procedure.
The difference between experiments was whether the sus-
ect’s body was visible in the recorded images (Figure 2). In
xperiment 1a, the suspect’s body was visible regardless of the
dentification medium. The live suspect walked up to a one-way
irror, faced forward, and turned for left and right profile views.
he video suspect did the same and was recorded from behind
he one-way mirror. The photo suspect was depicted in distant
rontal view, mugshot frontal view, and mugshot profile views.
n Experiment 1b, the live condition was the same as in Exper-
ment 1a; however, videos and photos depicted only mugshot
rontal and profile views. All videos and photos are available in
nline Supplemental Materials.
Procedure.  Participants witnessed a target interrupt a lecture.
t each event the target announced their arrival by claiming that
hey were teaching in the room earlier and forgot something.
he lecturer permitted the target to collect a laser pointer from
 desk at the front of the classroom. The target then thanked the
ecturer, apologized for the interruption, and left. At the end of
he lecture, an experimenter invited the audience to participate
n a live, photo, or video identification procedure.
Approximately one hour after the interruption, participants
ere randomly allocated to a 2 (target: present, absent) ×  3
medium: live, video, photo) between-subjects design. Trained
dministrators, blind to the target’s identity, escorted each partic-
pant separately to individual testing rooms. Utilizing multiple
dministrators and rooms enabled simultaneous testing of each
ondition. All rooms were equipped with a computer, which was
rogrammed with standard instructions for the administrators ton for Eyewitness Identification is Not Superior to Photo or Video
0), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jarmac.2020.08.009
ead. Administrators instructed all participants that the suspect
ay or may not be the person who interrupted the lecture and
hat they could take as long as needed to make their decision.
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igure 2. Example of (A) the participants’ view of the suspect in the live condit
b. Videos from Experiment 1a and 1b are available in Online Supplemental M
At test, each participant viewed a single suspect (i.e., a
howup). In the live condition, the suspect waited to be called
rom behind an opaque screen. The participant and administrator
ere in another room connected via one-way mirror and inter-
om. When the administrator called, the suspect walked toward
he mirror, faced forward for ∼5 s, turned right for ∼5 s, and then
eft for ∼5 s. These motions were repeated until the participant
as ready to decide. In the video condition, the suspect faced
orward, then turned right and left for the same durations as in
he live condition. Videos looped until the participant was ready
o decide. In the photo condition, frontal and profile images were
resented simultaneously.
Participants were instructed to press a key when they were
eady to make a decision. Once pressed, the suspect exited from
iew and a new display appeared on the computer with the fol-
owing options: (a) “YES, I believe this is the person” (b) “NO,
 believe this is not the person” or (c) “I DON’T KNOW.” After
he decision, participants rated their confidence on a scale from
 (not  at  all  confident) to 7 (very  confident). To conclude, admin-
strators thanked participants and asked them not to discuss the
xperiment before they left the university.
Statistical analyses. Eyewitness identification data can be
nalyzed in multiple ways. A recent innovation has been to
lot identification responses as Receiver Operating Charac-
eristic curves (Mickes, Flowe, & Wixted, 2012; Wixted &
ickes, 2015), though this approach has not been univer-
ally endorsed (Lampinen, 2016; Wells, Smalarz, & Smith,
015) and alternative measures have been proposed (Smith,
ampinen, Wells, Smalarz, & Mackovichova, 2019). We com-
ared the various approaches to see whether different analyticPlease cite this article in press as: Rubínová, E., et al. Live Presentatio
Presentation. Journal  of  Applied  Research  in  Memory  and  Cognition  (202
ecisions would affect our conclusions (Steegen, Tuerlinckx,
elman, & Vanpaemel, 2016). These additional tests were
onsistent with those reported here and can be found in
i
M
i
v
B) the photo images in Experiment 1a, and (C) the photo images in Experiment
ls.
nline Supplemental Materials. Confidence Accuracy Charac-
eristic curves can also be found there (Mickes, 2015).
We conducted null-hypothesis significance tests (NHST) and
omputed Bayes factors (BF). Significance tests were run in
, with   = .05. Bayesian analyses were run in JASP, with
trength of BF evidence interpreted as follows: 1–3 = weak, 3–20
 positive, 20–150 = strong, >150 = very strong (Raftery, 1995).
n the following analyses, “don’t know” responses were treated
s non-identification responses. Data and code are available as
nline Supplemental Materials.
esults
Table 1 displays identification response rates and measures
f discriminability and response bias. Discriminability (d’) is
he ability of an identification procedure to distinguish between
uilty and innocent suspects. Positive values of d′ signify that
 procedure was more likely to result in an identification of a
uilty suspect than an innocent suspect, negative values signify
 greater likelihood of an innocent versus guilty suspect identi-
cation, and values of zero signify that a procedure was just as
ikely to result in identification of an innocent suspect as a guilty
ne. Response bias (c) is the tendency towards identification or
onidentification. Positive values of c  signify that the group was
iased toward nonidentification (conservative response bias),
egative values signify that the group was biased toward iden-
ification (liberal response bias), and zero values indicate no
esponse bias.
Experiment  1a.  NHST for comparing group-level discrim-n for Eyewitness Identification is Not Superior to Photo or Video
0), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jarmac.2020.08.009
nability and response bias (Gourevitch & Galanter, 1967;
ickes, Moreland, Clark, & Wixted, 2014) revealed no signif-
cant differences in d’  (live vs. photo, G  = 0.01, p  = .996; live
s. video, G  = 0.22, p  = .823; photo vs. video, G  = 0.24, p =
ARTICLE IN PRESS+Model
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Table 1
Signal Detection Measures and Identification Response Rates in Experiments 1a and 1b
Target Present Target Absent
Exp Medium d’ c Hit Miss Don’t Know n False Alarm Correct Reject Don’t Know n
1a Live 1.11 0.74 .43 .51 .07 61 .10 .82 .08 51
Photo – Full Body 1.11 0.21 .63 .31 .06 52 .22 .73 .04 45
Video – Full Body 1.02 0.12 .65 .28 .07 46 .27 .57 .16 49
1b Live 1.14 0.86 .38 .44 .17 52 .08 .89 .04 53
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Photo – Mugshot 0.86 0.56 .45 .43 .13
Video – Mugshot 1.34 0.57 .54 .38 .08
814), and significantly more conservative responding for live
howups compared with photo showups G  = 2.65, p  = .008, and
ideo showups, G  = 3.14, p = .002. Photo and video response bias
id not significantly differ, G  = 0.48, p  = .631. The medium was
ignificantly associated with identification of guilty suspects,
2(2, N  = 159) = 7.19, p  = .027, BF10 = 1.67. Live identification
educed correct identification rates compared with both photo
dentification, χ2(1, N  = 113) = 4.89, p  = .027, BF10 = 2.60,
nd video identification, χ2(1, N  = 107) = 5.37, p  = .021, BF10
 3.41. Note that the Bayes Factors indicate that evidence for
hese associations was either weak or just over the threshold
or positive evidence. Hits for photo and video showups did not
ignificantly differ, χ2(1, N  = 98) = 0.03, p  = .856, with posi-
ive evidence for the null hypothesis, BF01 = 4.14. For innocent
uspects, false alarms were not significantly associated with the
dentification medium, χ2(2, N  = 145) = 4.84, p = .089, with
eak evidence for the null hypothesis, BF01 = 2.42.
Experiment  1b.  No significant differences were detected in
’ (live vs. photo, G  = 0.69, p = .492; live vs. video, G  = 0.45,
 = .651; photo vs. video, G  = 1.18, p  = .238). Similarly, no
ignificant differences were detected in c  (live vs. photo, G  =
.46, p  = .145; live vs. video, G  = 1.35, p = .176; photo vs
video, G = 0.04, p = .968). For guilty suspects, the medium was
ot significantly associated with hits, χ2(2, N  = 147) = 2.13,
 = .344, with positive evidence for the null hypothesis, BF01
 6.53. Similarly, for innocent suspects, the medium was not
ignificantly associated with false alarms, χ2(2, N  = 159) = 1.86,
 = .394, this time with strong evidence for the null hypothesis,
F01 = 20.65.
iscussion
Experiments 1a and 1b provided no support for the live supe-
iority hypothesis. Participants were not significantly better at
iscriminating whether a live suspect was guilty or innocent
han they were for a photo or video of the suspect. Even com-
ared with videos and photos that omitted most of the suspect’s
ody, live presentation of a suspect in full view did not signif-
cantly improve performance. These findings counter the idea
hat identification is improved by increasing the quantity and
ype of available cues (Clark, Moreland, & Rush, 2015; CutlerPlease cite this article in press as: Rubínová, E., et al. Live Presentatio
Presentation. Journal  of  Applied  Research  in  Memory  and  Cognition  (202
 Penrod, 1988; Cutler, Berman, Penrod, & Fisher, 1994). The
nly effect of live presentation found in Experiment 1a was
ore conservative responding, which reduced identification of
uilty and innocent suspects. In Experiment 1b, a higher value of
1
F
56 .16 .74 .10 50
39 .11 .82 .07 56
esponse bias in the live showup indicated a consistent although
on-significant pattern.
The discrepant criteria model of identification decisions pro-
ides a potential explanation for the more liberal responding for
he photo and video showups, compared with the live showup
Smith, Wells, Lindsay, & Myerson, 2018; Smith, Wilford,
uigley-McBride, & Wells, 2019). The model, which has roots
n the basic recognition memory literature, states that wit-
esses respond to difficult testing conditions by adopting more
enient decision criteria. In support of the model, Smith et al.
2018) found that mistaken identification of an innocent sus-
ect increased when the quality of the suspect’s photo was
egraded. Following this logic, if participants perceive video
r photo showups as more difficult than live showups, the dis-
repant criteria model predicts that participants would lower
heir criterion at video and photo showups to reduce the chances
f missing the target. An analogous situation was reported by
ockley, Hemsworth, and Consoli (1999), who found that after
tudying undisguised faces, participants were more inclined to
dentify disguised faces than undisguised faces. Similarly, in
ur experiments participants first encountered a live target in
ull view and then at test they saw either a live suspect in full
iew or a reproduced image of the suspect. Although we did not
easure task difficulty and can only speculate that participants
ight have perceived greater difficulty in the non-live showups,
his would correspond with anecdotal reports from eyewitnesses
o real crimes who claim they could only make a correct iden-
ification if they saw the culprit in person (People v. Hoiland,
971; State v. Buchanan, 2010; State v. Scott, 2019).
Experiment  2
In Experiment 2 we extended the test of the live superior-
ty hypothesis to lineups. Live lineups were compared with two
orms of video lineups: full-body and mugshot. If live lineups
re superior to full-body and mugshot video lineups, it would
uggest live presentation of the lineup members provides addi-
ional behavioral cues that are diagnostic for identification. If live
ineups and full-body videos are superior to mugshot videos, it
ould suggest the body provides additional diagnostic cues.
ethodn for Eyewitness Identification is Not Superior to Photo or Video
0), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jarmac.2020.08.009
The methodology was generally consistent with Experiment
, with a few noteworthy exceptions: (a) Following Cutler and
isher (1990) participants witnessed two targets interrupt each
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ARTICLE
ecture, rather than just one; (b) participants completed pre-
ineup and post-lineup questionnaires; (c) identification was
ested via 6-member, sequential lineups; (d) the live lineup was
ompared with full-body and mugshot video lineups (photo line-
ps were not tested); and (e) the mugshot videos were recorded
sing a booth on loan from the Video Identification Parade
lectronic Recording (VIPER) Bureau. The VIPER booth is
quipped with software that records 15 s clips of a person’s
ead and shoulders under standardized lighting and background
onditions. Approximately half of UK police forces use VIPER
ooths to record videos for eyewitness identification.1
Participants. Before data collection, we estimated that a
ample of 129 per condition (N  = 387 total) was required
o achieve 80% power for Cohen’s h  = 0.35 (a small-to-
edium sized effect). Accordingly, we planned to end data
ollection on the date in which we reached 129 per group.
ermination criteria were met after 22 data collection events.
he final sample consisted of 856 lineup decisions from 438
articipants. Exclusions and demographics are reported in
nline Supplemental Materials.
Suspects  and  fillers.  Across events, we used eight male
uspect pairs and eight female suspect pairs. To recruit lineup
embers, we advertised around campus and on the university
ebsite for actors who matched a description (e.g., male, 20–35
ears, average/normal build, around 6′′, short dark hair, and
o facial hair). We also contacted actors from our previous
xperiments and asked recruits if they knew anyone who fit the
escription.
Procedure.  The interruption began with a man and a woman
ntering the lecture theatre mid-way through a presentation. The
an immediately announced that he had left books near the
ront desk, and the two walked to the front of the room to col-
ect the books. At the desk the woman tried to hand the man two
ooks, but the man said he had left a different one, so the woman
eturned a book and handed him another. The man then put the
ooks into his backpack and the woman faced the audience and
pologized for the interruption. The mean length of the inter-
uptions was 43 s. The invitation to participate was the same as
n Experiment 1, with mention that participants would be asked
o identify both targets from lineups.
After consenting to take part approximately one hour after the
nterruption, participants completed a pre-lineup questionnaire
see Online Supplemental Materials). The pre-lineup question-
aire specified the lineup condition at the top of the page
live, full-body video, or head-and-shoulder video). Participants
sed the questionnaire to report demographic information, their
ocation in the lecture theatre (front, middle, or back), and
rospective confidence ratings for the upcoming identifications
separately for the man and the woman). The questionnaire also
ontained written instructions for the identification task, whichPlease cite this article in press as: Rubínová, E., et al. Live Presentatio
Presentation. Journal  of  Applied  Research  in  Memory  and  Cognition  (202
ere read to the participant by the lineup administrator.
Administrators instructed all participants on how to complete
he sequential lineup and emphasized they were not aware of the
1 These videos were recorded locally and have not been quality assured by the
IPER Bureau. We accept full responsibility for the quality of the videos.
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dentity of the targets (see Online Supplemental Materials). The
ineups were computer-administered, except that in the live con-
ition the administrator called each lineup member by number.
ollowing the procedures used in Experiment 1, lineup mem-
ers remained in view until participants indicated that they were
eady to make a decision. Participants were asked “Is this the
erson you saw?” and could respond “Yes”, “No”, or “Not Sure.”
ffirmative responses were followed by a confidence rating from
% (low confidence) to 100% (high confidence).
A response was required before proceeding to the next lineup
ember. After responding for all lineup members, a display
ppeared asking if an identification was made. For participants
ho identified one lineup member or zero lineup members,
he computer directed participants to the administrator for fur-
her instruction. At this point, the administrator advised that
he lineup was complete and their responses were recorded.
he administrator then asked the participant if they had any
uestions before they proceeded. This question was included to
ive participants who did not identify anyone an opportunity to
equest another viewing of the lineup, without explicitly offer-
ng this option. If participants requested an additional viewing,
he administrator arranged for the lineup to repeat. Participants
ho reported that they identified more than one lineup member
ere presented with the lineup again to clarify their decision.
After completing separate lineups for each tar-
et, participants completed a post-lineup questionnaire
see Online Supplemental Materials) that assessed post-
dentification confidence, comfort during the procedure,
ndorsement of cues used to make the identification
ecision (face, body, posture, height, movements, behav-
ors/mannerisms), and endorsement of confidence-related
uestions. The post-lineup queries were completed separately
or the male and female lineups.
esults
Table 2 displays identification decisions and compound deci-
ion signal detection theory measures (using the independent
bservations model, see Bruer, Fitzgerald, Price, & Sauer, 2017),
hich take into account the detection and identification com-
onents of lineup decisions (Duncan, 2006; Palmer & Brewer,
012; Palmer, Brewer, & Weber, 2010). No significant differ-
nces in d′ were detected (as indicated by the overlapping 95%
Is in square brackets; Tryon, 2001): live = 1.28 [1.09, 1.47],
ull-body video = 1.41 [1.23, 1.59], mugshot video = 1.17 [1.00,
.34]. Similarly, no significant differences in c were detected:
ive = 0.89 [0.80, 0.98], full-body video = 0.80 [0.72, 0.89],
ugshot video = 0.90 [0.82, 0.98]. For target-present lineups,
he medium was not significantly associated with identification
esponses, χ2(4, N  = 435) = 2.37, p  = .669, with very strong evi-
ence for the null hypothesis, BF01 = 424.61. For target-absent
ineups, again the medium was not significantly associated with
dentification responses, χ2(2, N  = 421) = 0.37, p  = .833, andn for Eyewitness Identification is Not Superior to Photo or Video
0), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jarmac.2020.08.009
vidence for the null hypothesis was strong, BF01 = 46.91.
We used responses from the target-absent lineups to compute
hat Quigley-McBride and Wells (in press) refer to as resultant
ineup fairness, which indicates the spread of mistaken identi-
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Table 2
Signal Detection Measures and Identification Response Rates in Experiment 2
Target Present Target Absent
Medium d’ c Hit Filler Miss n Filler Correct Reject n
Live 1.28 0.89 .31 .25 .44 136 .34 .66 119
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Video – Full-Body 1.41 0.80 .37 .21 
Video – Mugshot 1.17 0.90 .29 .25 
cations across the lineup members. We used the distribution
f choices in the target-absent lineups to compute Tredoux’s
′ (Tredoux, 1998). In a 6-member lineup, E′ can range from 1
biased) to 6 (fair). In our lineups, E′ = 3.52, 95% CI [2.79, 4.24].
he distribution of identifications across fillers for each lineup
s reported in Table SM3 in Online Supplemental Materials.
iscussion
Again, no support was found for the live superiority hypoth-
sis. There were no significant differences in discriminability,2
ias, or identification decisions, and Bayesian analyses sug-
ested strong or very strong evidence for the null hypothesis.
espite having 80% power to detect an effect of a small-to-
edium size, we do not exclude the possibility that with an even
arger sample the advantage for live lineup over mugshot video
ineup could have crossed the significance threshold. However,
he fact that discriminability was numerically highest in the full-
ody video lineup suggests that it would not have been because
f the live presentation per se.
General  Discussion
None of our experiments supported the live superiority
ypothesis. The choice of identification medium had no sig-
ificant effects on discrimination between guilty and innocent
uspects. These findings suggest that, all else being equal, photo
nd video identification procedures are just as effective as live
rocedures.
We will highlight a couple of comparisons across the experi-
ents, although caution is necessary because of methodological
ifferences (i.e., the use of showup and lineup procedures,
nd the different calculations of signal detection theory mea-
ures). Discriminability scores associated with a given medium
ere relatively similar across experiments, with lower variabil-
ty in the live procedures (1.11–1.28) and higher variability in
he photo (0.86–1.11) and video procedures (especially when
he full-body was in the view; mugshot: 1.12–1.17, full-body:
.02–1.41). Response bias scores showed a higher variability
cross media in Experiment 1 (0.12–0.86) but more consistentPlease cite this article in press as: Rubínová, E., et al. Live Presentatio
Presentation. Journal  of  Applied  Research  in  Memory  and  Cognition  (202
onservative responding in Experiment 2 (0.80–0.90). We will
iscuss these differences and other related effects in turn.
2 The only significant difference was indicated by ROC analyses (see
nline Supplemental Materials, osf.io/6r5b2), which showed higher discrim-
nability in the full-body video lineup than in the live lineup. This was, however,
he only case where this comparison crossed the significance threshold, so we
o not discuss it further.
s
l
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b
.42 136 .37 .63 139
.46 163 .37 .63 163
esponse  Bias
With the showup procedure in Experiment 1, the medium
eemed to influence the decision to make an identification. In
xperiment 1a, live presentation of showups led to more conser-
ative responding; specifically, live showups led to a reduction
f hits and false alarms when compared to photo and video
howups. Experiment 1b revealed a similar pattern of data, but
he effect was not significant. Taking a social perspective of the
dentification task may help us understand why live procedures
ay lead to more conservative responding. Unlike examining
hotos or videos, live presentation puts the eyewitness into a
ocial encounter with the suspect, which may lead to stress and
nxiety (Brace et al., 2009). Dent and Stephenson’s (Experiment
, 1979) behavioral observations suggest that a face-to-face
ive procedure may increase participants’ discomfort (see also
eters, 1991) and lead to fewer identifications when compared to
 photo procedure (there was no video procedure in their study).
his type of stress-induced aversion to risky decisions is in line
ith findings from behavioral economics (Cahlíková & Cingl,
017; FeldmanHall, Raio, Kubota, Seiler, & Phelps, 2015).
The differences in response bias, however, did not replicate
n Experiment 2. The live lineup in Experiment 2 revealed a
esponse bias score (0.89) similar to the live showups in Exper-
ment 1 (0.74–0.86), but the video lineups showed consistently
igh response bias scores (0.80–0.90). An important difference
etween our experiment and live lineup procedures happening
n the real world, though, is the nature of the event: for victims
f violent crimes, participating in a live lineup would likely be
ore stressful than for participants in our experiments, who wit-
essed a staged event. Such increased stress might lead to more
onservative responding in live lineups than we observed in our
xperimental setting.
hy  Live  Procedures  May  Not  Be  Superior
It is easy to generate theories that predict live superiority, but
ur results demand explanation for why seeing a suspect live
oes not improve identification performance. Live identification
hould maximize the availability of identity cues encoded from a
ive perpetrator (Tulving & Thomson, 1973). Furthermore, given
he positive contributions of motion and body cues to identifica-
ion, this effect should be especially pronounced in comparisonn for Eyewitness Identification is Not Superior to Photo or Video
0), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jarmac.2020.08.009
ith images that depict only a portion of a static person (Hahn
t al., 2016; O’Toole et al., 2011; Robbins & Coltheart, 2012).
et in our experiments, showing a whole person live was no
etter than showing a static mugshot.
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We offer three possible reasons why live identification was
ot superior. First, prolonged exposure and elaborative encod-
ng may be required to notice the types of cues afforded by
ive presentation (Brewer, 2011). People can readily recognize
he shape and movements of familiar others, but it may require
ome time to pick up on diagnostic body features and learn the
diosyncratic movements of strangers (Butcher & Lander, 2017;
’Toole, Roark, & Abdi, 2002). Second, the additional cues
t a live identification procedure may not all be diagnostic. In
ebriefing, some participants in the live conditions referred to
ues of questionable reliability. For example, “I knew it wasn’t
im. This guy was too confident. The one who interrupted the
ecture was shy.” Behavioral cues such as these, which may be
nique to live lineups, vary by context. For example, the same
erson might be shy when interrupting a crowded lecture hall
ut comfortable when standing behind a one-way mirror for the
0th time. Thus, it is possible that nondiagnostic behavioral cues
re canceling out the benefits of any diagnostic cues that become
vailable at live identification. Finally, relative to photo or video
dentification, live identification may lead to greater expecta-
ions of a strong recognition experience, that is, high ecphoric
imilarity (Tulving, 1981). If an eyewitness endorses the live
uperiority hypothesis, as many likely do (Price et al., 2019),
hey may have unrealistic expectations of their ability to iden-
ify a previously-seen person if said person is standing in front
f them. When eyewitnesses are then confronted with this per-
on and the match is lower than expected, it could lead them to
ithhold identification erroneously.
Limitations  and  Practical  Application
In many respects, our experimental conditions were more
avorable toward live lineups than would occur in practice. Com-
ared with photo or video lineups, live lineups in criminal cases
re associated with increased witness anxiety, longer delays
etween the witnessed event and identification procedure, and a
maller pool of fillers available to construct a fair lineup (Brace
t al., 2009; Pike et al., 2002). On the other hand, the quality
f the photos and videos in our experiments may have atten-
ated the benefits that a live procedure might confer over an
dentification procedure with lower quality images. In addition
o their high resolution, our photos and videos were recorded
n the same day as the witnessed event. Therefore, we cannot
xclude the possibility of a live superiority effect if compared
ith more dated images. Further, all the recorded images in
ur experiments depicted the subject from at least the shoulders
pward. This may not always be the case in practice, where only
eadshots from a driving register database may be available in a
hoto lineup. These differences may limit the generality of our
ndings to applied contexts, but they were necessary to ensure
 fair test of the medium.
ConclusionPlease cite this article in press as: Rubínová, E., et al. Live Presentatio
Presentation. Journal  of  Applied  Research  in  Memory  and  Cognition  (202
Our experiments were designed to test whether live identifica-
ion is superior to photo and video identification when practical
ifferences are minimized. Although suitable fillers are more
ifficult to obtain for live lineups, we omitted or equated fillers
B
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cross conditions. Live lineups also take longer to organize than
hoto or video lineups, yet we imposed no difference in retention
ntervals. In addition, our participants knew it was an experiment
y the time of identification and had less reason to be anxious
bout confronting the suspect than they would in the context of a
eal crime. If we had detected an advantage for live lineups under
hese experimental conditions, it would have left us wondering
f the performance benefit would remain under more realistic
onditions. But given that a live superiority effect was elusive
ven in our controlled experiments—and live lineups should
erform worse without such controls—it would be worth recon-
idering the preferential status given to live lineups in so many
urisdictions throughout the world.
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